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The tech companies that design and build so many of  

the devices, platforms, and software we use for hours 

each day have embraced myths that push a flawed under-

standing of digital well-being. While we are encouraged 

that these companies are dedicating greater attention to 

social media’s effect on the mental and physical health  

of users, their current approaches to improving user well- 

being fundamentally misunderstand how people engage 

with technology. At its worst, this approach funnels time 

and resources to making technology more “enriching” for 

middle-class white users, while failing to address the  

systemic harms that minoritized communities face.

The heart of this misunderstanding is biological  

determinism, which suggests that our “Paleolithic” brains 

cannot resist “God-like” technology, placing too much 

power in the hands of tech companies to both create and 

destroy our capacity for attention. But attention is not  

a fixed biological entity, it is a value-laden social category; 

people stop using social media of their own volition  

all the time.

Current approaches to improving digital well-being also 

promote tech solutionism, or the presumption that  

technology can fix social, cultural, and structural problems. 

At their core, these approaches lack empirical evidence  

to support them. We want to replace these myths with 

new evidence-based narratives that shift the conversation  

toward agency and equity.
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https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/05/opinion/digital-technology-brain.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/05/opinion/digital-technology-brain.html
https://now.tufts.edu/articles/its-not-just-your-attention
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/09/05/americans-are-changing-their-relationship-with-facebook/
https://www.publicbooks.org/letting-go-of-technochauvinism/


MYTH

        WHAT THE EVIDENCE TELLS US

Social media  
is addictive,  
and we are  
powerless to  
resist it.

     WHY THE MYTH EXISTS

The growth of addiction frames for 
many behaviors (gambling, overeating, 
sex) commonly biologize and moralize 
behavior at the expense of fostering 
actual well-being. We cannot reduce 
human behavior to biology without  
also considering the roles of culture 
and human agency.

New technologies and forms of media 
have historically sparked moral  
panics, even bicycles. The panic often 
stems from desires to protect and 
control others, particularly women  
and children, who are seen as uniquely 
vulnerable to its harmful properties. 
Moral panics often use the language  
of addiction to pathologize the thing 
they fear. 

This myth reinforces the narrative  
that technology design leads to 
control of millions of users, locating 
enormous power with a small group  
of tech companies.     

     WHAT THE MYTH OBSCURES

There is very little evidence for tech 
addiction, and what evidence exists  
is controversial.

Different people have different  
responses to technology, even  
on the same platform. Scholars call 
this phenomenon “differential  
susceptibility” to media effects  
among a subgroup of people, and 
it holds equally for the differential 
well-being and mental health impacts 
of social media on young adults.

Different groups use platforms  
differently. Marginalized communities 
may benefit from increased access, 
visibility, and community through 
these platforms.
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The concept of  
addiction does  
not encompass 
the full range of 
pleasures, risks, 
and uses that  
people create  
with technology.

INSTEAD:

• Do not assume that everyone is on the fast train to problematic internet use, 
nor ignore the possibility that a select few might be on their way to life- 
diminishing use of a platform.

• Expand research to include the needs and values of a broader range of users, 
including youth, communities of color, and other historically marginalized 
populations. Track and incorporate emerging academic research on the topic 
of digital well-being in product design.

•  Diversify tech workers across the company, and don’t silo their contributions 
into disempowered roles. Pay the workers in your Employee Resource Groups 
for this extra work.

https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20827870-100-why-health-is-not-fit-for-purpose/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20827870-100-why-health-is-not-fit-for-purpose/
https://firstmonday.org/article/view/2152/1966
https://firstmonday.org/article/view/2152/1966
https://www.vox.com/2014/7/8/5880931/the-19th-century-health-scare-that-told-women-to-worry-about-bicycle
https://www.engadget.com/2018-02-09-new-tech-addictions-are-mostly-just-old-moral-panic.html
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3170427.3188584
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Vladan_Starcevic/publication/304582025_Behavioural_addictions_A_challenge_for_psychopathology_and_psychiatric_nosology/links/5c7a3655458515831f7b64c4/Behavioural-addictions-A-challenge-for-psychopathology-and-psychiatric-nosology.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Vladan_Starcevic/publication/304582025_Behavioural_addictions_A_challenge_for_psychopathology_and_psychiatric_nosology/links/5c7a3655458515831f7b64c4/Behavioural-addictions-A-challenge-for-psychopathology-and-psychiatric-nosology.pdf
https://www.npr.org/2019/08/27/754362629/the-scientific-debate-over-teens-screens-and-mental-health
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-02109-8
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-02109-8
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264466553_The_Differential_Susceptibility_to_Media_Effects_Model
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264466553_The_Differential_Susceptibility_to_Media_Effects_Model
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-67727-7#disqus_thread
https://hopelab.org/insight/national-survey-2018/
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.115.4911&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://ijoc.org/index.php/ijoc/article/view/5321/1673
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Antonius_Van_Rooij/publication/311127452_Time_to_abandon_Internet_Addiction_Predicting_problematic_internet_game_and_social_media_use_from_psychosocial_well-being_and_application_use/links/58afff0245851503be954e4c/Time-to-abandon-Internet-Addiction-Predicting-problematic-internet-game-and-social-media-use-from-psychosocial-well-being-and-application-use.pdf
https://www.wired.com/story/five-years-tech-diversity-reports-little-progress/
https://hbr.org/2020/06/what-black-employee-resource-groups-need-right-now


        WHAT THE EVIDENCE TELLS US

Technology  
companies can fix 
the problems they 
create with better 
technology. 

     WHY THE MYTH EXISTS

Technological solutions to social 
problems seem quicker, cheaper, and 
simpler to implement than larger  
social changes. 

Tech solutions can seem more  
objective or neutral compared to  
policy changes (but can often hide 
discriminatory effects). 

Companies aren’t building diverse,  
interdisciplinary teams at the same 
rate as they launch new technology, 
thus asking the same people who  
built it (and often don’t agree that  
it’s flawed) to fix it. 

     WHAT THE MYTH OBSCURES

Tech fixes, like nudging individual 
behavior, are paternalistic and place 
blame on individuals rather than  
company choices and structures. They 
are not equivalent to comprehensive 
and effective policy change.

Historically marginalized groups often 
shoulder the brunt of mistakes when 
we “move fast and break things.”

Companies should not assume they 
can release a product without thinking 
about its unintended uses and then 
undo the harm that results. This often 
doesn’t work.

Some technology 
cannot be fixed by 
more design, and 
some technology 
should not be  
built at all.

• Consider the regulatory, policy, social, and cultural landscape when building 
something new. Sometimes, the right choice might be to not build  
a technology at all. Some employees within tech companies have already 
adopted this stance.  

• Instead of technical fixes, consider social or legal change: such as policy, 
regulation, or culture shifts. Build new, internal policies that privilege a broad 
and diverse range of user experiences and health in the design process.
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MYTH

INSTEAD:

http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/150576/13/150576.pdf
https://www.cnet.com/news/why-tech-made-racial-injustice-worse-and-how-to-fix-it/
https://www.cnet.com/news/why-tech-made-racial-injustice-worse-and-how-to-fix-it/
https://www.wired.com/story/five-years-tech-diversity-reports-little-progress/
https://www.wired.com/story/five-years-tech-diversity-reports-little-progress/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0141778919879744#:~:text=Techno%2Daffects%20shift%20ethics%20beyond,how%20it%20might%20be%20undone.
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0141778919879744#:~:text=Techno%2Daffects%20shift%20ethics%20beyond,how%20it%20might%20be%20undone.
https://www.theverge.com/21286855/twitter-articles-prompt-unread-feature-conversations
https://www.theverge.com/21286855/twitter-articles-prompt-unread-feature-conversations
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/12/nudges-effectiveness/418749/
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/12/nudges-effectiveness/418749/
https://socialsciences.nature.com/posts/48667-the-hidden-cost-of-nudging
https://socialsciences.nature.com/posts/48667-the-hidden-cost-of-nudging
http://gendershades.org/overview.html
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/sep/21/twitter-apologises-for-racist-image-cropping-algorithm
https://kotaku.com/of-course-people-are-using-kfcs-new-twitch-emote-for-ra-1824089473
https://venturebeat.com/2019/11/11/the-pitfalls-of-a-retrofit-human-in-ai-systems/
https://venturebeat.com/2019/11/11/the-pitfalls-of-a-retrofit-human-in-ai-systems/
https://www.publicbooks.org/the-folly-of-technological-solutionism-an-interview-with-evgeny-morozov/
https://networkmovements.wordpress.com/2018/10/22/techwontbuildit-big-tech-its-time-for-a-reality-check/
https://natematias.com/media/Community_Led_Experiments-CHI_2018.pdf
https://natematias.com/media/Community_Led_Experiments-CHI_2018.pdf
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Growth and  
engagement  
metrics are  
the best drivers  
of decision- 
making at tech 
companies.

     WHY THE MYTH EXISTS

Silicon Valley investors prioritize 
metrics like daily active users, monthly 
active users, user retention, and time 
spent on the platform as key indicators 
of growth and ad revenue. 

What you can measure becomes 
what you value: it’s easier to measure 
growth than health and well-being. 

     WHAT THE MYTH OBSCURES

Numbers seem “objective” even 
though they are just as much the  
product of social and cultural forces  
as anything else. Cultural contexts,  
in turn, shape how metrics are used 
and interpreted. 

Metrics can tell a story of averages, 
but averages do not tell the whole  
story. An over-reliance on numbers 
often leads to bias and discrimination.

Metrics are self-fulfilling. As 
Goodhart’s law suggests, metrics 
can fail if given too much power, and 
over-emphasizing metrics can lead 
to gaming, manipulation, or “a myopic 
focus on short-term goals.” 

Many of the most 
important parts of 
digital well-being 
cannot be captured  
by quantitative 
metrics.

• Values, rather than numbers, should drive decision-making. Ask whether 
what you measure accurately reflects your priorities. Many of our most  
cherished values are not amenable to quantitative measurement.

• Don’t rely on metrics that treat all users the same. Explore how subgroups  
of users interact with a platform, and develop metrics of user experience  
for these subgroups.

• Use qualitative methods to generate narratives and provide the full picture 
of how a platform is used and understood. 

MYTH

        WHAT THE EVIDENCE TELLS US

INSTEAD:

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/02/how-facebook-instagram-whatsapp-and-messenger-make-money.html
https://issues.org/ravetz/
https://press.princeton.edu/ideas/angele-christin-on-metrics-at-work
https://press.princeton.edu/ideas/angele-christin-on-metrics-at-work
https://press.princeton.edu/ideas/angele-christin-on-metrics-at-work
https://99percentinvisible.org/episode/on-average/
https://99percentinvisible.org/episode/on-average/
https://slate.com/human-interest/2018/03/automating-inequality-author-virginia-eubanks-on-how-algorithms-can-punish-the-poor.html
https://www.stmarys-ca.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/files/rankings-and-reactivity-2007.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.04585.pdf
https://blogs.sciencemag.org/books/2018/01/30/the-tyranny-of-metrics/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.08512.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.08512.pdf
https://datasociety.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Ethics-Owners_20200923-DataSociety.pdf
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Our health and 
well-being depend 
on spending less 
time with screens 
and social media 
platforms.

     WHY THE MYTH EXISTS

Social media companies incentivize 
users to spend as much time on a 
platform as possible. Some argue that 
this “attention extraction economy” is 
why individuals are unhappy, and why 
societies are failing.

There is a decades-old fear that  
children spend too much time consuming  
screen-based media, and that this  
is substituting for the development of 
cognitive, social-emotional, and  
motor skills. 

Parents want concrete, actionable 
rules for limiting children’s use  
of technology. 

     WHAT THE MYTH OBSCURES

The myth assumes that there is a  
“better” or “right” way to spend time 
and attention, and that tech companies  
can be trusted to make that call  
for everyone. 

Not all screen time is the same. It can 
be connective, supportive, emotionally 
enriching, horizon-expanding, and  
educational, as well as sometimes 
harmful. Social media can be used as 
a “release valve” for youth, allowing 
them to manage the pressures and 
limitations in their lives. 

The myth devalues the ways that 
social media can be repurposed as an 
organizing tool for social and racial  
justice movements, and as a community  
for marginalized people.  

Health and 
well-being cannot 
be reduced to the  
single variable of 
screen time. 

•  Ask subgroups of users what they want and value rather than trying to  
measure it through platform-observed behaviors, which may mask the  
context behind an action.

• Privilege users’ perspectives around value, pleasure, and joy, and work to 
understand non-quantifiable outcomes.  

• Use ethics teams, diverse product teams, and qualitative social science to 
broaden the values that guide the design of new products. 

MYTH

        WHAT THE EVIDENCE TELLS US

INSTEAD:

https://www.humanetech.com/what-we-do#problem
https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/pediatrics/138/5/e20162591.full.pdf
https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/pediatrics/138/5/e20162591.full.pdf
https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/pediatrics/138/5/e20162591.full.pdf
https://core.ac.uk/reader/18508860
https://core.ac.uk/reader/18508860
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/parenting4digitalfuture/2017/06/08/the-trouble-with-screen-time-rules/
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/27/books/review/its-complicated-by-danah-boyd.html
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/hashtagactivism
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/hashtagactivism
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=dWFsci5lZHV8c29jaWFsY29tcHV0aW5nfGd4OjViNDg4YjVmZDgyMzdlYWQ
https://scholarworks.boisestate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1082&context=cs_facpubs
https://points.datasociety.net/how-not-to-know-ourselves-5227c185569
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-94-017-9088-8_16


Letting go of the myths that have structured debates 

about digital well-being will allow users, parents, com-

panies, and policy makers to develop a more robust and 

nuanced understanding of the real potentials, and actual 

pitfalls, of technology use by the variety of people who 

use it. Social media companies cannot assume that all 

people on their platforms have similar experiences, nor 

can they assume that all people will react in the same 

ways to changes they make. They must instead work to 

unearth what these different experiences are, determine 

if they are harmful, and eliminate inequities. Yet tech 

companies cannot work in a vacuum. Tech insiders should 

not be left to define the problems with social media, and 

to propose the solutions. They should integrate the work 

of diverse social science scholars into their processes. 

They need to meaningfully engage with outside groups to 

help them, they need to be led by the evidence, and they 

need to truly listen to all of their users. 
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Further Reading
These books inform the broader narratives of this primer. We offer them for 

those interested in deepening their understanding of these issues.

Ruha Benjamin, Race After  

Technology: Abolitionist Tools for  

the New Jim Code

Benjamin argues that emerging tech-

nologies often deepen racial inequity, 

even while appearing neutral or benev-

olent. Her work provides conceptual 

tools to understand how tech design 

can be discriminatory.

Watch related Databite

danah boyd, It’s Complicated: The 

Social Lives of Networked Teens

boyd unpacks common tropes about 

how teens use technology by elevating 

their voices, their experiences, and 

the contexts of their lives. She high-

lights positive and connective uses of 

networked technologies and demys-

tifies teens’ desires for and actions in 

networked, digital spaces.

André Brock, Jr., Distributed Black-

ness: African American Cybercultures 

Brock explores how digital media 

platforms are shaping and are shaped 

by African American identity. While 

primarily highlighting the joy and  

community of being Black online,  

he also argues that content-sharing  

algorithms showing racist and racial-

ized content are a form of “weak- 

tie racism”—a slow violence impacting 

Black digital culture. 

Watch related Databite

Meredith Broussard, Artificial  

Unintelligence: How Computers  

Misunderstand the World

Broussard argues against technochau-

vinism: the belief that technology is 

always the solution. By understanding 

the limits of what technology can 

achieve, we can make better choices 

about how technology can and cannot 

make the world better for everyone.

Sasha Costanza-Chock, Design  

Justice: Community-Led Practices to 

Build the Worlds We Need

Moving beyond calls for user-centered 

design and enhanced workforce  

diversity, Design Justice provides  

a handbook for exploring the theory 

and practice of how marginalized  

communities can lead design  
processes and dismantle, rather  

than reproduce, structural inequities 

and injustice.

Watch related Databite

Safiya Umoja Noble, Algorithms of 

Oppression: How Search  

Engines Reinforce Racism

Noble challenges the neutrality of 

search engines. Her research high-

lights how search engines embed  

negative biases and perpetuate  

discrimination, especially for women 

of color.

Watch related Databite

Theodore Porter, Trust in  

Numbers: The Pursuit of Objectivity 

 in Science and Public Life

Porter argues that numbers gained 

prestige in the modern world due to 

political and social pressure to create 

the appearance of objectivity. His book 

explores the social underpinnings 

of our infatuation with quantitative 

methods.
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Thanks to Rumman Chowdhury, Chelsea Barabas, and our other  

reviewers as well as the teams at Data & Society for their feedback  

and work on this primer.

https://www.wiley.com/en-us/Race+After+Technology:+Abolitionist+Tools+for+the+New+Jim+Code-p-9781509526437
https://www.wiley.com/en-us/Race+After+Technology:+Abolitionist+Tools+for+the+New+Jim+Code-p-9781509526437
https://www.wiley.com/en-us/Race+After+Technology:+Abolitionist+Tools+for+the+New+Jim+Code-p-9781509526437
http://www.danah.org/books/ItsComplicated.pdf
http://www.danah.org/books/ItsComplicated.pdf
https://nyupress.org/9781479829965/distributed-blackness/
https://nyupress.org/9781479829965/distributed-blackness/
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/artificial-unintelligence
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/artificial-unintelligence
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/artificial-unintelligence
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/artificial-unintelligence
https://design-justice.pubpub.org/
https://design-justice.pubpub.org/
https://design-justice.pubpub.org/
https://nyupress.org/9781479837243/algorithms-of-oppression/
https://nyupress.org/9781479837243/algorithms-of-oppression/
https://nyupress.org/9781479837243/algorithms-of-oppression/
https://press.princeton.edu/books/ebook/9780691210544/trust-in-numbers
https://press.princeton.edu/books/ebook/9780691210544/trust-in-numbers
https://press.princeton.edu/books/ebook/9780691210544/trust-in-numbers
https://datasociety.net/library/databite-no-124-ruha-benjamin/
https://datasociety.net/library/on-race-and-technoculture/
https://datasociety.net/library/design-justice/
https://datasociety.net/library/safiya-umoja-noble-algorithms-of-oppression/
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